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Council calls for Dempster's·resignation
Rick Jackoway

.•

FIELDING OBJECI10NS: [I to r] Kerwin ROIIcla, CoandI cIWrpenon, Mark KDollmaD, student body president ..... Yate. Saaden,
vice president, Oaten to d1l1CUUlon on • petition caIIIIIa for Robert
_
De~pster_'a.

resignation [pbo
, to by WOey PrIce].

Central Council, UMSL's
student government, narrowly
passed two motions calling for
the resignation of UM Curator
Robert Dempster, in its Oct. 21
meeting. The controversy was
one of two in the three-and-ahalf hour meeting.
The fIrst Dempster motion
was a resolution calling for his
resignation based on comments
attributed to him in recent
articles, which included references the council said were
toward the students of th~
University and other citizens of .
the state.
Some of the opposition to
the motions questioned the validity of these stories, which were
originally published in the Columbia TrIbune.
The second : motion called
for the "printing and coordinating of a petition drive to call
for the ' resignation of Robert
Dempster from the Board of
Curators. "
The opposition to the Dempster motions came as a surprise
to many of the council's members. "I thought we finally had a
motion we could all agree upon.
Something that would have some
~ect. And look what happened," Yates Sanders, student
body vice-president, said afterward.
Hugh Phillips, president of
.
the MlDoritv
Student Services

Coalition, said the feelings of his
group were c10selv alligned to
those of the representatives voting against the resolutions.
"I want to make it clear
that our group does not support
Curator Dempster in any way,.
. We do, though, question the
underlying. reason behind the
dump Dempster push.
"There are racists on this
campus. Teachers that effect our
grades. Are we pushing just as
hard to get rid of them?"
Phillips asked.

Lofton: I want to know whY: '
my name isn't one of
the nine,
Knollman: You really wa.n t to
know?
Lofton: Yes, I want to know.
Knollman: You want me to be
honest?
Lofton: Yes,
Knollman: I didn't include you
in the slate, Cortez,
because
I
think
you're an irrational
person,
Lofton began shouting after
the comments, and representaThe fIrst motion passed 14
tives seated near him repeatedly .
for, 12 against with three abasked him to calm down.
Janine Curtis, a first-term
stentions. The second motion
,representative elected earlier
passed 15 for, 14 against, and
two abstentions.
. this month, suggested that a
The council later moved to
one-week "cooling-off period"
selecting a Student Activities
be instituted before the group
consider
budget
committee
Budget ommittee for the 1979-80
members again.
academic year. Thirty applicaAlong with Lofton's objections were entered for the nine
committee openings.
tions, some members opposed '
Mark Knollman, student
the slate form of proposing the
body president, presented a
names. But, Knollman pointed
slate of nine names for approval
to a council by-law that says the
by the council. Included on
committee should be proposed
Knollman's list were David
.by slate instead of individual.
Adams, Cedric Anderson, Teddy
A motion to have the counBranom, Bill Bunkers, Clarence
cil's Executive Committee reMacklin, David Pearson, Yates · ·view the names and have the
Sanders, Linda Schmidt, ' and
slate considered again at a Nov.
Earl Swift.
4 meeting passed 17-1.
When Cortez Lofton, last
In other action, council elecyear's
student body
viceted Janine Curtis-treasurer. She
.
president and acting president,
ran against Rick Pizzo for the
asked why he was not "included
position. Kevin Chrisler was
on Knollman's slate, the folappointed parliamentarian by
lowing exchange took place.
acclamtion.

-----~------=:.......:.:::=:~...=:.:..:::::.~~~~~~-

Qlildren, education discussed at conference what.~s
Charmagne Schneider
The Second Behavioral Studies
Conference was held at UMSL's :
Marillace campus Oct. 19 and
20, and hosted discussions on
topics such as childhood development and abuse, education,
mental and physical abilities,

•

isolation, but upon the child
and psychological problems and
, within the family and communtreatment.
ity, because it is the total
Jeanette Watson, director of
environment which shapes the
the state of Texas' Early Childchild.
hood Development Division, pre"Of course Americans want
sented the keynote address.
the
best for their children," she
Watson began by saying the
stated, "however, there is of
focus in childhood development
wide gap between what we say
should be not upon the child in
and do."
Watson asseted that although
Americans praise parents, they
"offer them little help and
support."
She then presented a slide
show called "78 things you need
to know about Texas Children,"
which was narrated by former
ciplinary Matters."
U.S. Rep. Barbara Jordan. WatNext, the individual commitson said that although the slide
tees will make their reports;'
dealt strictly with Texas condireporting committees will be the
tions, it illustrated many factors
Faculty Research and Publica- '
common over the entire United
tions Committee; the Bylaws and
States.
Rules Committee, and the
Jordan stated "it is easy to '
Committee on Student Affairs.
say mothers should stay home
The Intercampus Faculty Council
with children, but a large numwill then make its report to ' be
ber of working mothers work not
immidiately followed by a report
because they want to but befrom the Faculty Council. •
cause they have to;" A majorThe floor will then be open for
reason for this, according to ·the
new business prior to ' adjournment.
slide show, is the epic rise in
unmarried, adolescent pregnanThe Senate ' executive meeting
cies. These teenagers, who are
announced that Senate ' meeting
often poor and frequently refor the 1979-80 academic year
ceive no prenatal care, are more
will be as follows: November
likely than other ages and in13,december 11, january 22,
February 26, March 25, and
come levels to ' bear mentally
and/ or physically handicapped
April 22. All meetings will be
held in 222 J.C. Penney except
babies.
the November meeting which
,
Jordan spoke also of the
"Hidden children," those who
will be be in 126 J.e. ' Penney.
are abused or sexually assaulAll meetings will also be held at
ted, and about whom doctors
3:15pm.
[See "Senate," , . . 21
and other professionals
don't ·
"" ", _., ,. .-..

UMSL Senate plans
agenda for meeting
The first Senate meeting of
the 1979-80 school year will be
held Tuesday, October 30, at
3!15pm in 222 J.C. Penney.
The Senate is the principal
governing body of the campus.
nThe senate is composed of 75
faculty members and 25 students. All members of the
UMSL community are welcome
to attend and comtribute to ' the
meetings.
It runs on -Robert's Rules of '
Order. The following is the
aginda for the first meeting.
Subsequent meetings will follow
a similar outline.
After the call to ' order and
approval of the minutes of
September's meeting, Dave
Geanz, the Chairman of the
Executive Committee will make
his report. 'Chancellor Grobman
will then make his report. · An
Open Forum will follow in which
Dean of Student Affairs Julea
Muller will discuss "Due Process Procedures in Student Dis-

-

~

report.
Jordan said while social
services are increasing, day-care
services are still inadequate, and
"services are needed to ' help
children overcome the mental
and emotional effects of abuse."
Funding for adequate ' ser- '
I vices for children was last on the :
priority list. "It is easier to
overlook abused children than
.chuckholes, but it costs more to
try to undo the effects," she
said:'
"Ultimately," Jordan sta"
ted, "the problems of children
are the problems of the commu- '
i
nity ana society."
Instead of merely trying' to !
repair children's psyches after
they have been emotionally,
mentally, or physically abused, :
Jordan urged that we should ;
"eliminate the conditions which .
allow problems to persist from :
generation to generation."
Beyond the purely financial
savings that would be realized if
societal problems are solved"
Jordan contended the "savings ·
in terms of human lives are ' .
beyond measure."
After the slide presentation, '
Watson underscored the whole "
situation. "Statistics don't really .'
tell the whole story. They cannot
begin to ' convey the pain, des- .,
pair and frustration so many
children and families face."
While she stated that statis~ .
tics shouldn't be the only measure used to ' e.valuate human
suffering, she presented some
statistics of her own.
_ [See "BehavlonI," (MIle 1]

I

inslct.
Enough
is enough
Falling standards in remedial courses offered here are
pulling down the standards
of other courses. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . editorial, page 4

The pockets '
, haveh'o les
The price of food in the
University Center's snack
bar may have raised a few
eyebrows (and tempers) this
semester, but no one's pockets are being lined .. page 5

-Strong preaching
Estelle Parsons gave an
amazing performance as
Miss Margarida, a teacher, '
in the J .C. Penney Audit<r
rium last week. The laughs,
she got, though, were somewhat nervous . . . . . . page 6 >,.

Front-running
freshmen
Three newcomers to ' UMSL
are proving very efective on
the soccer field. . . . pag; 10

'.
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Behavioral studies ·,
from,-ge 1
Watson said there has recently been an increase of 2
million mothers in the labor
force, and that "it is past the
,time when we can debate whether or not mothers should work,
because the fact is that they do
work." She stated that a recent
study found that 84 per cent of!
mothers work due to economic
necessity.
Watson stated that in 1975
one in six children lived in
single-parent homes, but by
1980 it is projected that one in
two children will live in such
homes.
In connection with the rapid
increase of single-parent families
and families where both parents
work, schools and the community should provide services for

working parents, especially quathe necessity of "general advolity day-care, she said.
cacy" for all children, in conShe emphasized how inef- ~ trast to the philosophy wealthy
fective the social services and
and middle-class families asmedical care are for the poor in
sume of merely "protecting their
the U.S. by stating that 15
. own turf." She said this results
developed countries have lower
in a dichotomy of the poor vs.
infant mortality rates than this
country and that the critical
variable was the adequacy of
prenatal care.
Watson said currently many
interest groups compete for government funds, and that a
recent poll showed that people
are most concerned with energy
and least concerned with ' human
services.
She asked rhetorically "can
'We afford not to provide these
services? "
Finally, Watson asserted

senate----------from paae 1
The Executive Committee for
,this year will consist of: Marcus
Allen, of the Modem Languages
Department, chairperson of the
Admissions Student Aid Comm- '
ittee; Roland Champaingne of
Modem Languages, chairing the
Faculty Research and Publication Committee; Douglas Durnad
of Business Administration,
chairperson of the Physical Facilities and G'eneral Services ;
David Ganz of Business Administration, Senate chairperson;
Ricky George of Behavioral
Studies, chairman of the Welfare
,and Grievance Committee;
Arnold cGrodman, Chanceilor of
UMSL and chairperson ' of the
.committee on Fiscal Affairs and
Long Range Planning; Wener
Grunbaum of- political science,;
Faculty Council presiding officer; David Gustafson ofbusiness.
Administration, chairperson of
InternaHona:l Studies; Harold
Harris of Chemistry, chairperson
of the Committee On Commit- "
tees; E. Terrence Jones of
Political Science,
Representative;
Mark Knollman, student Pres-

!Fe:

'.

'

the wealthy and middle-class.
A series of workshops followed the keynote speeches,
each 90 minutes long and dealing with a wide range of topics.
They covered education for
all ages and all mental and

physical abilities, and many psychological problems and methods of treating them.
Some workshops discussed
vocabulary development, early
childhood education, and education for the mentally retarded.

---- Discover

Zantig~and

save up to$200

..

ident of Student Body; Arthur
MacKinney, vice chancellor,
chairperson of the Appointment,
Tenure 'and Promotion Committe,e; Joseph McKenna of economics, chairperson of Committee
on Bylaws and rules; Rick
Murphy, student, chairperson of
Committee on Student Affairs;
Fred Pearson of Political
Science, chairperson of Student
Publications; Donald Phares of
Economics, chairperson of the
University Libraries Committee;
Rene Quimby, student, Secretary of Senate; Doris Trojcak of
.Childhood. Education, chairperson of Curriculum 'and Instruc- tion Committee; Fred Wilke of
Mathematical Sciences, chairperson of the Athletics Committee.
.
The Senate Executive CommltJtee will meet on Friday, Nov. 2;
Friday, Nov. 30; Monday, Jan.
.14; Friday, Feb. 15; Monday,
March 17; and Friday, April 11.
j17; and Friday, April 11. The
first two meetings will be held at
3pm in the J .C. Penney Board
Room. The times and places for.
the last four meetings will be
determined at a future date.

I
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Discover the delicious taste of the I

39

Save 16¢
each

Our

Tac~~~~;th

II
I

ground

beef, crisp lettuce, diced red tomatoes, tasty
cheese and served in a corn tortilla.

r----------.
.
.
I
I
Limit 3 per customer • Offer expires Nov. 10, 1979.

1610251

' 59~ Discover the delicious taste of the I
'r

I

L

Save 20¢
each

Zantigo Cheese ChWto.
Our Cheese Chilito is delicious and made
with tasty shredded cheese, special sauce,
rolled and baked in a flour tortilla until the
cheese and sauce melt together.

I

-.I

r-----------,
69¢
1610252

Limit 3 per customer • Offer expires Nov. 10, 1979.

Discover the delicious taste of the

I
I

.
'
~~~~o~~~~~~;th
I
Save 30¢
le~tuce,
I
each

ground beef, crisp
diced red tomatoes,
zesty beans, tasty omons, shredded cheese and
wrapped in a flour tortilla.

1610253

Limit 2 per customer • Offer expires Nov . 10, 1979.

II

---------691a

I

Sav.e 20¢
each

L

L

'r

Discover the delicious taste of the

Zantigo Beef Tostada.

Our Beef Tostada is delicious and made with
ground beef, crisp lettuce , zesty beans, two
kinds of shredded cheese and served on a corn
tortilla.

-----_ .... _-1610254

.J

Limit 2 per cu sto m e~ • Offer expires Nov. 10, 1979.

•
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-I

.J

Where quality Mexican food
tastes.great.
Coupons good at stores listed below:
Alton: 70 Beltline Parkway East. Beverly Hills: 7054 Natural Bridge.
Belleville: 760 Carlyle Road . Manchester: 1278 Manchester Road.
St. Charles: 3840 West Clay. St. Louis: 2877 Target Drive. 7940 Oli\'e Street,
. . . .L11538 Page Service Road, 9901 W. Florissant Avenue, 3655 G~avois.
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newsbriefs
Arnatt receives award
Ronald Arnatt, ' professor of music at UMSL has been selected
as an ASCAP Award recipient this year by the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers. The award is granted by
an independent panel and is based upon each individuals's
catalog of compositions. This is the 12th ' consecutive , year that
Arnatt has received this award for outstanding achievement in
the field of choral and organ composition.
Dr. Arnatt, who joined UMSL's faculty in 1968, is also organist
and choirmaster at Christ' Church Cathedral in St. Louis. Founder
and conductor of the St. Louis Chamber Orchestra nd Chorus,
Arnatt is former director of music at Mary Institute ' in St. 'Louis
and from 1964 to 1968 was conductor of the Dirkwood Symphony
Orchestra.

Coed counseling here
HELLO, DOLLYh The UniversIty Players wID perforai "HeDo, DoDyt" this Thlll'llClay, FrIday, SatmdAy,
and SUDday at 8pm In the Benton HaD Theatte. Margot Cavanaqb liar left] stan .. DoDy. neketa are
$2 with an UMSL m [photo by wOey PrIce].

Grobman fonns citizen's council
Chancellor
Arnold
B.
Grobman has formed a council
to ' advise him on major policy
questions regarding the upiversity and its ' relationship to ' the
community.
Formation of the council was
generated by the "UMSL 2000"
long-range planning process.
The process drew on the
insight and experience of hundreds of UMSL students, faculty
and staff members, and administrators, as well as on the
responses of St. Louis community leaders who were consulted
in open forums on the future of
UMSL.
One of the recommendations
of the planning committee was
that the university become even
more involved in tis responsibilities to the St. Louis metropolitan area. The committee suggested the creation of a Chancellor's

(

Council co'nsisting of metropolitan St. 'Louis citizens who would
advise campus officials on a
variety 'of issues dealing with the
campus and the community; The
council will consist of approx-

imately 15 persons representing
business, industry, labor, the
professions, education, cultural
activities, agnencies and other
public and private organizations.

Anderson tops scores
:John J. Anderson, associate
professor of accounting in the
School of Business Administration has achieved the highest
score at the June, 1979 Certificate in Magagement Accounting
examination, and will be honored with a gold medal for the
accomplishment.
More than 1,300 candidates,
of whom 272 passed, applied for

\ '

I, ~'£iqIiD
MIC,HElOB.l '
~)
Ski Spectacular .. ,.

the examination which covered
two and a half days and which
was held in several locations
throughout the United States.
The examination was sponsored
by the National Assocation of
Accountants , the world' s largest
organization pre-eminent int he
field of management accounting.

The Counseling Service is forming a coed counseling group for
students who want 'to work on personal and interpersonal
concerns. This group will consist of no more than a total of eight.
Co-leading the group will be two counselors, one male and one,
female. The service is free and all contacts are kept confidential.
for more information, call the Counseling ~ervice at 453-5711 or
stop in at 427 SSB.

Susiness course for
women offered here
A short course for women considering a career in business
administration will be held Monday, November 5 from 6 to lOpm
'at UMSL. The course, part of the Discovery Program for Women,
will be held in the J .C. Penney Building.
The program will include a look at the present job market, as
well as projections on future placements, job opportunities, and
new careers for women in business.
Registration fee for the program is $10. For information, or to
register, contact Dave Klostermann of UMS L Continuing
Education at 453-5961.

Records maintenance
workshop offered here
A new workshop designed to help small organizations maintain,
handle, and store records will be ' offered by the Uneversity of
Missouri-'St. Louis on November 3 and 17. Classes will meet from
9am to 12:30pm in the J.C. Penney Building on the
UMSLcampus.
The workshop will cover the nature and life cycle of records, as
well as the efficient and economical organization files.
Instructors for the course include Irene Cortinovis, assoceate
director of the Western Historical Manuscripts Collection-St.
Louis and archivist at the Uneversity of Missouri-St. ' Louis, ,
Amme Kenney, a manuscripts specialist at UMSL' and Susan
Hartmann, associate professor of history.
Registration, fee for the workshop is $35. To register contact
Joe Williams of UMSL Continuing Education at 453-5961.

January 6-11,1980

Jop performance
workshop offered here
A' workshop on "How To Go After A Promotion" will be
offered at UMSL Wed., Nov. 7 from 7:30-9:3Opm. The class will
meet in the J .C. Penney Building.
This non-credit workshop focuses on ways to inform people
about job performance. The program also offers helpful tips on
how to develop a plan for career mobility ' and to ' analyze the
climate for promotion. The instructor for the workshop is Susan
Lieberman.
Registration fee for the workshop is 511. To register, contact
Dave Klostermann of UMSL Continuing Education at 453-5961.

PROJECT PHILIP
You will not go to Heaven' by a featherbed or a skateboard. ,
You will skate ' right by. Know the truth; be taught by Holy
Scripture.
Study a Bible Correspondence Course offered free to students
who do not have the opportunity to ' attend a Bible study group
'
but prefer personal study in the privacy of the horne.
Bible' truth taught in its entirety and applied to man's daily
life.
Provided by: Project Philip - Box 28253
St. Louis, Mo. 63132
"Let Project Philip Chan,ge Your Life."
J
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Writer ~sks for new system

UMSL should not teach grade school
During the late ' sixties and early seventies
inflation rose alarmingly in high schools
md colleges across the United States. Since the
nid-seventies, however, UMSL has had to face
1
self-inflicted
problem.
A
scholastic
:ecession-course devaluation-has taken root
lere.
UMSL has become an all-purpose learning
nstitution. Not only does the university offer
:ourses on the graduate and regualr under~raduate levels, but high school, junior high
.chool and eve.n elementary school classes.
English 09 is a remedial composition
course. Math · 02 ' covers material preparing
;tudents for college algebra. Pre-math 02
.ncludes instruction on such low-level topics as
'raction addition-for all practical purposes, it's
~rammar school arithmetic'.
The UMSL administration prides itself in
:he fact that the university, more than any
lther in the area, is accessible.
At a state institution, accessibility · is
.mportant and expected.
But where is the line drawn?
The material covered in Math ' 02 and
English 09 has regressed since the courses
.vere introduced. ' Students in the classes are
:ackling less difficult assignments than they did
;ive years ago.
The result has been that a rift has been
::reated between English 09 and English 10 (a
'reshman composition course) and between
Math 02 and Math · 30 (college algebra). This
:ift has cause the lowering of standards in
English 10 and Math '30.
As stalldards are lowered in the remedial
~ade

:ourses, students must be lowered in courses to
Nhich remedial students wilt graduate. Making
:emedial courses easier so that more students
m.ay take advantage of them, therefore, lowers
:he standards of UMSL's entire academic
?rogram.
To make matters worse, some on-campus
~ups have demanded in recent years that
lcademic credit-college credit-be given for
:he completion of English 09 and Math 02.
The courses should not be done away with
:otally, but some measures to ensure that
:urther course devaluation does not occur must
)e taken. A Chancellor's committee, containing
.tudents and faculty; should be organized to
.ook into the problem.
English 09 and Math ' 02 have to ' be
:oughened for the sake of other courses at
UMSL. Students should be required to have the
.kitls whereby pre-math ' 02 can be eradicated
~ntirely.

Academic credit should never be given for
the completion of these courses.
Those prospective students 'not meeting the
.tandards of the toughened remedial courses
.hould be asked to strengthen their skills
oefore they are admitted toUMSL.
Such measures would, undeniably, place
ldditional burdens on the products · of poorly~quipped school districts.
It is better, however, to upgrade admis.ions requirements 'and deny some prospective
.tudents seats in UMSL classrooms, than to
allow course devaluation to continue.
H it continues, the university may soon be
referred to as ' State High.'
/
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To the EdItor
At the risk of sounding vengeful or reactionary, I would like to .
make an appeal to the UMSL
student body. I am a victim of
the doctrine of " academic freedom" which. briefly, means that
a teacher has absolute freedom
(within the law. of course) to '
conduct his/her class in any
manner they may see fit. This
policy, while protecting instructors, leaves the student with
almost no rights. As a matter of
fact. there ate t>rofessors (not
many I hope) who believe that
- as a student you have voluntarily
given up many of your rights to
come and learn at their (the '
profs) feet.
This may be hard to believe if ·
you've never run into someone
who ascribes to this theory
(which I caB the indentured
student theory) but it's harder to
believe that adminstrators will
hire them to teach seniors and
grad students who are working
adults or heads of families and
who have been in school for 16
or 18 years and now are being
subjected to such humiliating
treatmentBefore I go 'any further, I wish
to ' say that the overwhelming '
majority of teachers are very
humanistic' and as well qualified
in their field as the teachers
against whom my complaint is
directed. To these instructors, I
ask that you not be offended
because I'm sure you know some
of your coneagues who deserve
your professional scorn and the'
anger of students.
Anyway, it's very discouraging when you go to file a formal
complaint with the Senate Welfare and Grievance Committee

only to find that your instructor
is on it. Or you go to the Dean
and he says, "We've had complaints like yours before. from
students and faculty, but they're
just not enough to warrant a
review of this person's performance. Besides she's highly
respected in her field (not teaching) and she adds prestige to the
schooL" If you're a woman, you
may have had to rebuff advances
from a teacher (possibly to the
detriment of your grade) and
when you tried to report it,
found it was your word against
his.
I could probably fill this page
with examples of abuse of "academic freedom" but I'll get to
my main point which is, dear
e ~itor , to urge UMSL students
to report actions by teachers
which are not in keeping with
the high standards of their
profession. You may ask why
report them is nothing will get
done? Because maybe something
will, if students will speak up.
Some places to start are letters
to the editor, your advisor, the
DEAN OF YOUR PARTICULAR
SCHOOL· THE DEAN OF Student Affairs, MSSC, and the
Women's Center (Students
Against Sexual Harrassment can
be contacted through the WC).
As I said, my particular case
is lost but maybe someone else
won't have to go through the
same thing because I reported
it. Please do cum eDt Incidents
and bring your complaints to
Ilght. It's the least you can do
for yourself and future UMSL
students.

Says students' rights abused
To the editor,
Central Council seems very
boring, perhaps this is why we
have student apathy towards
student government! We need
something to be different, very
different to help get everyone
involved. Therefore a new type
of format is needed. one that
can schock the students into
action for participation in our
student government.
In the United States , the
government is a bicameral (2
house) legislative branch with a
President and Vice President
at an executive body and the
judiciary.
In France they have a President an4 a Prime Minister. The
President is the head of State
and the Prime Minister runs the
Legislature; in England they
have the Queen as head of state
and ceremonial head. The Prime
Minister is the leader of the
House, and many times runs the
country. That's what we need,
without changing our current

slructure too much as far as
student government goes. We
elect a king and queen every
year for Homecoming. They
should represent the campus
socially throughout the year, and
pass on the title to the next king
and queen the following year.
The Prime Minister would run
the House of Commons and be
subject to a no confidence vote if
the students o~ the House is ' \
dissatisfied with him, and the
uniqueness of this system of
student government would bring
much more interest in our student government.
The reogranization of the Central Council should. be done
along the lines the French and
English use now, a parliamentary type with a House of
Commons (generaBy elected)
and the Senate (selected the
same way as now).
Instead of a President and
Vice-President, ·to reduce num'See
5
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·u. Cent er's financial"woes spark price hikes
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Students ' and faculty · returning to ' school this
semester may have received a jolt when they
scanned food prices in the University Center's
snack bar.
Soft drinks, which cost 35 cents ' (tax included)
last year, cost 45 cents; Dinner salads, which sold
for 49 cents 'in the spring, had been discontinued
and replaced with ' 99-cent bar salads. The snack
bar's popular 20-cent cookies had jumped in price
t039 cents.
For three years university · officials have met
protests on skyrocketmg food service prices with
the argument that meals in the snack bar and
cafeteria are priced the same as or below similar
meals at area restaurants.
Officials have blamed the hikes on increased
food costs.
Food iIi the snack bar is no longer as
inexpensive as food of similar quality 'at some local
restaurants, and the reasons for the latest increase
go far beyond rising material costs.
The University 'Center is being slowly strangled
by inflation, manning and long operating hours.
Consequently, the expansion to ' the building that
was approved by UMSL students may never be

00
At the heart of the center's fmancial dilemma is
the university's auxiliary enterprise system, 'approved and put in effect by the Board of Curators
in 1977.
The system calls for auxiliary enterprises located
on UM campuses - such as student unions and
dorms - to foot their own bills. They must pay for
their utilities, custodial work, materials, maintenance, and equipment . .The auxiliary enterprises
must, according to William Edwards, the University . Center' s director, operate ' " as if we were a
tenant of the university."
The building was partially funded by UMSL's
general operating budget 'prior to ' 1977. The
center's manageptent has found it much more
difficult to ' meet 'e xpenses since the system's
initiation.
A second problem facing the center - perhaps
more serious than the auxiliary enterprise system
- is revenue losses.
The building operates for 12 months of the year
and is closed only during holidays. During August
and December, particularly, the University .Center

Another disappointing attempt to ' j;:ut expenses
incurs sizeable~ losses brought on by low customer
has been the revision of cafeteria and snack bar
counts:
"The snack bar operation sc;ems to ' be doing hours. The center staff cut cafeteria afternoon
fine," edwards said. "It's always been somewhat hours by by 30 minutes and axed its evening hours
successful. The success is due to ' the number of altogether, moving operations upstairs to ' the
snack bar.
people who go through it."
"During an eight-year period, we've had an
"We've lost about 10 percent of our evening
average profit during profit 'months of seven sales since the move," Edwards said. "The only
percent," he said. "Unfortunately, the loss difference is in the snack bar itself. We've
months ate -it up."
.
maintained our selections up there."
1 The UMSL administration, Edwards said, has
There is also talk, Edwards said, of renovating
made ita policy to · deep the food services the entire building in an attempt to . attract
operating during slow months so that faculty additional customers. This is an option that would
members can have access to ' meals while they require monies earmarked for the center's expanwork on campus.
sion to take effect . .
Edwards said the university also keeps the
"You get to ' last year and you see the
snack bar's doors open during exam weeks and handwriting on the wall. Las year the losses w~re
summer months because it fears that facuty ' and about 530,000 or 5 th per cent. That does not mstudents will lose the habit of eating at UMSL.
c1ude Marillac. We lost 58,000 at Marillac last
Another factor in the center' s revenue losses is Edwards said.
manning. The food services employ several
The University Center, in short, is in financial
12-monthworkers, whose duties could be perform- trouble, and for this reason the jump in food
ed during slack periods by part-time employees.
. prices is somewhat justified. Unless additional
The fringe benefits 'offered by the university · to measures to 'cut expenses are taken, however, the
these employees, in addition to their salaries, are prices will probably rise again, and soon the
cutting into University Center funds .
center will be faced with ' a new problem The center's staff is taking measures to cut students ' and faculty will begin, in larger and
expenses.
larger numbers, to eat off-campus. The additional
The number of full-time employ.e es, for i.n- money the building earns through higher prices
stance, is gradually being reduced. "We now have will be offset by fewer buyers.
one-third as many production employees as we did
First, the center must reduce its ' number of
when we started (when the center was opened) full-time employees. Placing students ' in superseven years ago," Edwards said. "The expenses visory positions may alleviate ' some of the
go up faster than we can cut emplovees."
problems caused by this type of cut . .
A major problem encountered when terminating :
Second, the entire University · Center should be
such employees is in the supervision of part-time closed on days on which classes and exams are not
student workers, he said. The size of UMSL's food held and food services should be closed during
facilities require that supervisory personnel be slack periods. It's cheaper to cause a building to
maintained on a greater scale that at most be dormant for two-week periods, using little
restaurant . .
electricity and incurring few other costs ,' than to '
Hiked meal prices, although partly a product of operate it at full strength during periods when litinflation, may minimally assist ·the center in tle income is generated.
meeting expenses. According to center records,
Third, the university system should seriously
the snack bar had 12,700 customers last week. conside~ - again - allowin~ the sale of beer on
About 10,145 of them bought drinks.
campus. Not only would beer availability increase
Supposing two-thirds of the drinks purchased the number of building customers, but the social
were soft drinks, the building took in about 566.96 " atmosphere of the campus might be benefitted.
last week in aditional monies realized by the
to-cent markup alone. This may no sound like
The cutback of full-time personnel is a sensitive
much, but when multiplied by the number of issue, but the center may soon be fighting for its '
weeks the snack bar is in operation per year, the life.
figure grows to ' about 52,300. Keep in mind that
And the university has not been able to ' obtain
this money is realized by only 10 cents of the 45 bonds for the construction of the buildings
cents charged for each soda, in only the snack bar.
expansion because of the present structure's
Every' little bit helps.
unsoud financial base. As it is, few students ·
Edwards said the center has also started
currently en~lled will see the project completed.
experimenting with ' obtaining meat from different And unless cutbacks and other cost-saving
source, but said results have been disappointing in measures are taken soon, it is most probable that
that meat quality has consequently fallen.
no one will.

The idea is to reduce number .
of votes, however still allowing >
ber of elections, the king and the stude~ts to vote for or
queen (Homecoming) would be
against issues, and . give a no
the Head of State for UMSL's ' confidence vote i.f they are .
students, serving one year unsatisfied by the way the prime
terms.
minister is 'running things.
terms, and able to succeed to
Also student parties will be '
the the throne for as long as
aided as well as social organizathey can survive the vote or until ' tions in providing and supportthey abdicate ' their throne. The
ing candidates, and bring out
prime minister will be elected at
the vote. Also a current copy of
the student government's consti·
the beginning of each semester.
The cabinet of the prime ministution should be on file at the
ter is nominated by the prime
Thomas Jefferson Library for
minister subject to the approval
every student that is interested
to look at. N'o wonder you have
of the House, and the cabinet is
student apathy about student'
made up of members of the
House. The UMSL House of government, no one can find out ·
Commons is elected at the end
anything about it because- the
student government is apathetic '
of the school year, for the next
year and are sworn in the
to the students III
. . ,._ <
weekend" before the stop days ;
11-* you,
for finals.
Name ~'1eId upon reqaat :
from page 4
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There's nothing as big as real rock 'n' roll.
"Street Player" is the big new single.
From the new Chicago®album. On Columbia Records and Tapes.
Available at Cricket Records and Tapes at $5.98.
Manchester Rd.lWarson Woods Shopping Center; 9820 Clayton
Rd.; 53 Village Square/VilI;lge Square Shopping Center.
CHICAGO and .... are marks registered in the y .S. Pat. 011.
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aroan damsl
Parsons excels in IMiss Margarida's Way'
Sharon Zaring
Theater goers watched Estelle
Parsons not only take the stage,
but rule it, Oct. 19 in the J . C.
Penney Auditorium. She performed in the award-winning
" Miss Margarida's Way."
In a forceful, almost frenzied
performance , Parsons ' Miss
Margarida is compelling. As an
eighth-grade schoolteacher" she
is alternately sadistic and compassionate, grotesque and seductive , amusing, and terrifying.
She is a tyrant who warns her
captive audience early on in the
show that school is like being
born: "Nobody asked you' to
come, and you can't get out."
If St. Louis playgoers held any
illusions about artistic distance,
they were quickly dispelled in
"Miss Margarida's Way." From
the opening of the play, Parsons
interacts with her audience-the
' c1ass-, striding up and down
the aisles, scolding her pupils,
berating latecomers for tard i-

ness, often demanding an 'explanation of why they were late for
class.
On stage, she peers at the
audience through a pair of
binoculars : "Miss Margarida
wants to get to know all of you,"
she says in a sweetly sinister
tone.
Miss Margarida begins lessons that usually lapse into a
frenzied rampage of paranoid
accusations. During a biology ,
lesson, she suddenly accuses her
audience , "All you kids wanna
do is grab my tits, right?," only
to tantalize them later with the
hope that she might undress for
them-if they're obedient. At
one point, she grabs a pair of
scissors, points them at the
audience, and threatens to castrate them all.
Miss Margarida is consumed
with a dictator' s obsession for
power and a wicked gift for
self-contradiction.
.. Miss
Margarida hates injustics," she
screams. " She will kill anyone
who is unjust."

Parsons widely acclaimed
I'M RIGHT, YOU' RE WRONG: Estelle Parsons portrayed a
dlctatorlal schoolteacher In "Miss Margarlda's Way" FrIday nlgbt
[photo by Rebecca HIatt].

, UMSL Symphonic B~d wii[::
perform Oct. '31 at 8pm in the
J.e. Penney Auditorium. There
will be no admission charge.
This concert marks the' first'
formal eerformance of the year

,r"

under the new director, Rex
Matzke. Matzke assumes direc:
torship of the Concert Band
pIIfgram while continuing to
:.!!ead the UMSL jazz program.

,Williams to speak here
_ Betty Williams, co-wmner of
the 1977' Nobel Peace Prize, will
speak on the prospect of pea<;.e
,in Northern Ireland, Ipm Wed.
Oct. 31 in the J.C.Penney Auditorium.
Williams received the Nobel
Prize for her work with ' the

:Com~unity of Peace People of
Northern Ireland, and organization begun in an attempt to 'stop
the killing of innocent people inIreland.
The lecture is presented
the University Program Board.
The lecture is open to the
ge~al public.

Estelle Parsons has been appearing in American theatre' since
1962 with performances in William Hanley's "Mrs. Dally Has a
Lover," Tennessee Williams' "The Seven Descents of Myrtle," Paul
Zindel's " Miss Reardon Drinks a Little," and a film career that
includes an Oscar winning performance in " Bonnie and Clyde, "
"Rachel Rachel, " " I Never Sang For My Father," "Watermelon
Man," and "Don't Drink the Water. "
For all her present acclaim, Parsons is far from being a household
word. Her fans ,might ask, "Why is it taking so long for Estelle
Parsons to be discovered?" Parsons provides the obvious
answer with her increasing intolerance for Hollywood and a modesty
she reveals when she insists, "I don't think I was meant to ' be an
actress. I've never really been that interested in it. I've done it for
the money." And yet she has turned down lucrative television roles
and says, "I'd do Shakespeare for cab fare."
Besides her Oscar winning performance in " Bonnie and Clyde, "
Estelle Parsons has collected two Obie Awards for her performances
in " Next Time I'll Sing For You" and "In the Summer House."
For her portrayal of Miss Margarida, she won a Tony AW/lrd
nomination for Best Actress, the Drama Desk Award for most
Unique Theatrical Experience, and the Cue Golden Apple Award for
Best Actress.
To My Little Tulip:

by

You Ozark Mountain
Daredevil, You!
Love, Sweetie Baby DO,II

+

'Uown-in-the-Hole
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Publications

p.o.

BOX 690
FLORISSANT, MO. 63032

~

RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY!,
Down-in-the-Hole Publications offers you, as
a gift to celebrate our going into business, any of '
the following reports with the purchase of any book
from our new catalog of unique and unusual boo~s on '
hundr~ds
of subjects. , Books start as low as ' 40¢'~

-

.... -_._._.

Yes, please rush m~
TOur catalog of unique
' ( 1) , How to Make Your Own Home Brew and unusual books.
(2) How to Make $100.00 Per Day
name
( 3) How to Get · Free Rent
street
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FREE REPORTS WITH ANY PURCHASE
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At least twice during the play,
Miss Margarida asks, somewhat
fearfully, if there is anyone
named Messiah, Jesus or Holy
Ghost in the audience, screening
her classroom for any possible
threat to her authority. But, as
Brazilian playw right Robert
' Athayede suggests, dictators in
their isolation tend to topple
from their own wei.ght, not an
outside force-if only to be
replaced by another.
Athayede leaves no doubt that
his play is a political commentary on the evils of totalitarianism. Originally opening in Brazil, the play ran for five weeks
before it was shut down by the
police. Athayede's character is a
chilling reminder of the cruelty
that is unleashed when power
goes unchecked, whether it be
an Idi Amin in Uganda, a
Khomeini in Iran , or a nun in a
neighborhood grammar school.
This play is bawdy, raucous.
perceptive, and, at its best moments, sobering, but what begins as a promising theatrical
experience, in the end dissipates
into a repetitious tirade. The
play itself may be the chief
culprit. Athayede divides the
play into two acts, and certainly
during the first 'act, we see
participatory theater at its finest.
But the second act could have
signalled a progression, a necessary growth. Instead the audience returned from intermission
to more of the same fare which.
finally drew only half-hearted
responses. Even Parsons' incredible energy could not revitalize the play.
On a report ' card, then,
Athayede 's script 's cores no
higher than a B. The same goes
to a somewhat responsive, but
frivolous audience, and a wellearned A goes to Estelle Parsons
for a forceful and funny performance in "Miss Margarida 's
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st. louis arts

Masters Program in Foriegn Sproice
Georgetown

U~s School

Theatre ProiectCo~pany performs
13th century rendition of 'Hamlet'

of Foriegn Seroice

2 year prof.-orientated program of international studies (M.S.F.S.)
Located in Washington, D.C.

"To be or not to be; that is the question:" a
line often heard-and often dismissed. But, the
Theatre Project Company has a different idea.
The group has taken William Shakespeare's
most famous play, "Hamlet," edited and
tightened it, and made it a more intense show.
By taking out some of the references to politics
and war, removing some walk-ons, consolidating smaller characters, and editing repetitive
passages, the group has focused on Hamlet and
his dilemma.
'Other changes have been made that take the
play back to the way it was probably performed
in Shakespeare's day. Shakespeare placed the
play in a 13th century barbaric setting.
Modern theatre companies tend to portray the
characters as Elizabethans-in other words, as
contemporaries of Shakespeare.
But, Shakespeare's characters are part of a
society that existed long before the Elizabethan
era. "Hamlet" is set in barbaric England in the
1200's. According to Wayne Salomon, co-director of the show. the play is a tug-of-war
between the barbarians and civilized people.
The Theatre Project Company is trying to
return the play to that perspective.
One of the most noticeable attempts by the
company to do this is the set. Rather than
gothic facade, Theatre Project has constructed a
small. but seemingly massive, stone-like set.
The center of the set revolves, creating three
different sets for various scenes. While noisy
when being turned, the versatility it provides
proves its worth.
By utilizing a small stage with close seating,
the company has also succeeded in designing

also 4 year (J.D.M.S.F.S.) and
2\12 year M.S.F.S'/M.A.

(in economics)

Where: Career Planing and Placement Office
When: Thurs .. Noo.l
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Students!
We would like
to off. you a
special
student discount.
Bring your
. student 1.0. to-

Jeans
Jackets
Vests
Bibs
Skirts
Cords
Shirts
Tops
Sweaters
Jumpsuits
Painter
Pants

gu,. ................
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FAMOUS BRAND 'OUTLET

-

the

an intimate production. The audience sees
action life-size, instead of from a distance.
And "Hamlet" is action packed. The intriguing staging, along with well memorized lines,
commands full-time attention. A powerful
sword fight between Laertes (Murray
Archibald) and Hamlet (David Novak) in the
fifth scene is an example of directing and
acting at its best.
In addition, the acto~'S and actresses in
general performed their characters well . The
entire body is utilized to create an emotion , not
just the voice or the face.
An impressive performance is made by Leah
Jansky, who in the fifth scene skillfully portrays
the dying Queen Gertrude.
Of exceptional note is David Novak's portrayal of Hamlet. His gripping soliloguies allow the
audience to sense what really motivates
Hamlet.
Another unique quality to the Theatre Project
is their backstage sound effects. Instead of
using recordings for wind. wolves. or other
night sounds. the actors backstage produce
them live. Sounding realistic, the effects are
both warm and chilling. giving real life to the
play.
... All in all , the Theatre Project Company
promises a strong. well-coordinated, wellproduced performance of "Hamlet."
"Hamlet" will be playing Oct. 26-Nov. 18.
Performances are Thursdays through Sundays
at 8pm, at Theatre Project Company, Union
Station. 1820 Market Street. For ticket information, call 621-1336.

--Quick Cuts.; -

PHONE 711-4020 .
Hours Dally
11 AM-TU 8' PM
Fri. Til 9 PM

e 7

2819 BIG BENO
~BIoCkNorth

.of Manc:heeter

best in show and best in
textiles award ' among other
cash prizes and certificates of
merit. In 1978 she was selected
by the staff of the Philadelphia
museum of Fine Arts to design
and execute a limited edition of
batik pillows for' the museum's
shop.
CEMREL is located at 3120
59th Street. Hours are from
9am-3pm daily. Admission is
free. For more information. call
781-2900.

"Memories of St. Loals"
CEMREL
"Memories of St. Louis" will
open Nov. 5 and run through
December.
The exhibit. done by former
St. Louisan Theresari Satkowski
van Groll, will include batiks,
quilting, wall hangings, and
.
soft sculpture.
Van Groll has exhibited her
work widely in New York .
Virginia aD.if~issouri and has
won numerous awards. She has
had one-woman shows at the
Anne Hathaway Gallery.
Folger Library, in Washington,
' D.C., the Summit Gallery in
New York City, and the University 'of Virginia, Charlottesville.
Now a resident of Charlotesville, Virginia, van Groll received her undergraduate
training at Washington University. From 1968 to 1970 she
was a staff lecturer at the St.
Louis Art Museum. She has
since been an instructor in the
art department at the University .of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill, and a staff member of the
Everson Museum in Syracuse,
New York.
She has received the Missouri CraftsCounciI outstanding
craftsperson award, the Rich·
mond, Virginia, Craft Fair I

"The Art of Toys"
Craft AllIance Gallery
Craft Alliance Gallery will
host 10 guest artists for a
multi-media exhibit of fantasy
and humor, "The Art of
Toys."
The exhibit, which is helping
to celebrate the Year of the
Child, will run Nov. 4-28.
Displayed toys will include
ceramic puppets and wall ornaments, wooden puzzles, soft
sculpture and stuffed animals,
a carved carousel with tiny horses, hand-painted rag dolls,
a giant game of jacks, one of a
kind brass, copper, and silver
whistles, and a spaceship tea
pot with '" alien cups."
"The Art of Toys" will open
with a public reception on
Sunday, Nov. 4 from 2-5pm at

Craft Alliance Gallery, 6640
Delmar Blvd.
Regular Gallery hours are
10am-4pm Monday through
Saturday. Admission is free.
For more information, call 7251151.
Fall Show
The ArtIsts Boutique
The Artists Boutique will present its annual Fall Show on
Nov. 10 and 11 from 10am-4pm.
Close to 50 artists and craftsmen will be exhibiting and
demonstrating their wares. They
wijl offer paintings and drawings
. in many media, original crafts of
many kinds. and unusual decorative accessories' for home, busi•
ness, or personal use.
The show will be held at the
Kirkwood Commu.nity · Center,
111 S. Geyer Road, south of
Manchester Road and west of
Kirkwood ROad (Lindbergh). Admission is free. For more infor.
mation, call 837-4582.

St. Loals Arts is a monthly
column devoted to ' reviewing,
highlighting, and promoting St.
Louis artists. The column will
feature theatrical groups,
dance groups, and art shows.
The column is written by
~Rebecca Hiatt and Linda Tate;

..

St. LouIs Arts is a monthly column by: Rebecca 'Hiatt'and Linda Tate;
"
,;
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classifieds
WANTED: Test Anxious students. You could be helped by
attending a TEST ANXIETY
WORKSHOP starting the week
of November 12th. Come to the
Counseling Service and let us
know what your free hours are.
Call 453-5711 for more information.
ROOM FOR RENT. Kitchen
privileges. Call 869-8469. Ask
for Dan.

WANTED: Riders to Columbia
for Homecoming weekend. Leaving approximately 12:00pm on
10/26119 (Fri) from campus.
Will return approximately
8:00pm 10128179 (Sun) to campus . Charge $6.00 round trip.
If interested contact Mike
after 9:00pm any day at 5215356 or 353-5976. Conserve fuel
and be in on the festivities I

FOR SALE: Electra MPC (Outlaw Model). Brand new and has
never been used. Will sacrifice
for $300.
If interested call 353-2600.
HELP WANTED: Wilderness
Encounters Needs Campus Representatives for our Adventure
Travel Programs.
Call 961-3108.

WANTED: Female roomate to
. share 2 bedroom apartment 5
minutes from UMSL $100 per
month plus one-half utilities.
Call Andrea at 524-8216 after
5pm.
Will type papers, dissel cations,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. $1 pep
page. Campus pick-up available.
Call Andrea at 524-8216 after ATTENTIONI! UMSL Women:
LOSE WEIGHT PLEASEI
5pm.

BUY INSTEAD OF RENT!!
Cozy four-room home in Baden
for sale by owner. Perfect for
young couple. Fenced yard and
covered patio. 385-1575.

THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN Q. 1978

TRAVELING? Drive cars to all
points in the United States. No
rental fee. Must be 21. Auto
Driveaway Company, 1401 S.
Brentwood, 961-3400.
Are you upset by the image of"
women on television? Do you
want to do something about it?
. Members of the Broadcast Coalition of St. Louis will be at the
October 25 meeting of the North
County Chapter of the National
Organization for Women (NOW)
to explain how you can help
change television's unrealistic
portrayals of women.
The meeting will be in the
meeting room of Roosevelt Federal Savings and Loan, River
Roads Shopping Center, Jennings Station and Halls Ferry
Roads, at 7:30pm. For more
information, call 868-6400.

For Sale-Four Jackman 14-in
white spoke wheels, mounted
with 4 78x14 off road type mud
and snow tires. Good condition.
Call 351-9933.

FUTURE CPA '5
LET US HELP YOU
BECOME A CPA
OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS
REPRESENT

1f30FUSA
..

'

"Tom, crying in your beer is one thing . ..
but when it's Stroh's you've gone too far."

ST. LOUIS

314-421-6250

CLASSES BEGIN DEC 10

3'~

For the real beer lover.

..I
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Tau Kappa Epsilon captures title - again, 26-8
MIke Hempen

"

.....

The Fall Intramural Touch
Football League championship
game was played October 18. It
featured the Tau Kappa Epsilon
(TKE) team, who expected to be
in it, against the Jets, who
surprised people by being in it.
The Jets did perform a complete
turnaround this year. In 1978
they finished in last place with
an 0-4 record. In 1979 they were
playing for the championship.
From the opening kickoff on,
though, it was all the TKE' s.
They scored the first two times
they had the ball, and scored 18
points before the Jets got on the
board.
It all started when Dennis
Carey hit Tony D' Amico with a
tou.chdown pass to make it 6-0.
Then Carey hit Joe Bennett with
a scoring pass to make it 12-0:
They scored next when Carey
threw to John Harris for an 18-0
lead. Finally Gregg Spann got a
safety for the Jets to cut the
lead to 18-2. The TKEs didn't
let the Jets get any closer
though, as Carey threw his
fourth touchdown pass of the
game to "Moose" Cleveland to
make it 24-2 at half.
Early in the second half,
Orlander Barge scored 'for the
Jets to make the score 24-8. It
stayed that way until late in the
ga,?e when Cleveland rounded
out the scoring by getting a
safety for the TKE's.
The 26-8 final keep the TKE's
18 points a game better than the
opposition and gave them their
second straight Fan Intramural

Touch Football League champion
ship. It would be three straight
championships had it not been
for a blocked punt on the last
play of the game that cost them
the 1977 championship game.
The championship game 'win
also gave the TKEs 12 straight
victories over the last 2 seasons,
including a perfect 7-0 mark this
year. The Jets fmished at 3-2-2.
The playoffs began October
11 , with two games. In one
game, Tau Kappa Epsilon , the
fraternity division champions
and defending league champions, played Studs and Suds, the
second place finisher in the
independent division. In the
other game, Sigma Tau Gamma,
second in the fraternity division,
played the Jets, the winners of
the independent division.
Tau Kappa Epsilon, who outscored their opponents by an
average of 18 points a game
during the regular season, was
right on pace in this game,
winning it 18-0. All the scoring
came iQ touchdown passes
thrown by quarterback Dennis
Carey. The first went to Tony
D' Amico, the second to Dan
Henry, and the third to Grant
"Rockey" Crawley.
The TKEs defese was able to
contain the Studs and Suds
offense throughout the whole
game. The loss dropped the
Studs and Suds final mark to
3-3.
The TKE's might have been
more fired up for this game than
any other they had played all
year. This was because they
wanted to take control of the

Chappell named
cage assistant
"

...

CELEBRATION: Members of the TKEs celebrate after a score. Tbey are from left to
Harris, Bill CampbeU, Lance "Moose" Cleveland, Terry Clark, Joe Bennett, and Dan Henry(photo by
Rick Jackoway.]
.
game. As "Moose" Cleveland
said, "They weren't going to
intimidate US like they did
everybody else." The victory put
them into the championship
game for the third straight year.
The Jets were the opponents
of the TKE's in the final. They
got there because of their 2-0
victory over Sigma Tau Gamma.
Despite the low score, both
teams had good scoring chances
but failed to capitalize on them.

The only score came late in
the game, when, with a total
effort by the defense, the Jets
managed a safety. The defeat
put Sigma Tau Gamma's final
record at 2-3-1.
After the fmal, the Jet playerfl,
pointed to many different reasons for the loss. "Defensive
mistakes cost us," said Orlander
Barge. Other Jet players said
the cornerbacks didn't fo the job
they should have:.. Still, others

gave credit to the '-Es. Jay
lewis said, "They had a real
good passing attack."
, On the other hand, the TKE
players had many reasons for
their going all the way again.
They mentioned the fine quarterbacking of Dennis Carey. As
"Moose" Cleveland said,
"There is not a quarterback in
the league who compares with
Dennis."
see "football", page 12

Kickers continue to streak
Guy Esayian
Ah yes, the famous of all
soccer scores, "1-0" was played
to perfection twice last week as
the Rivermen recorded victories
number five and six to extend
their unbeaten streak to ten
games.

NCAA DIVISION II
SOCCER POLL

pated in basketball, softball, and
Mary Chappell, who is in her
1. Alabama A & M
Field
Hockey at Phillips U.
second year as assistant intra2. Bloomsburg State
In 1972, Chappell was named
mural director at UMSL, has
3. Seattle-Pacific
the high school basketball ' debeen named assistant women's
4. U. of MJ880arI·St. Loafs
fensive player of the year in the
basketball coach head coach JOe
5.
Southern Connecticut
Southern Eight Conference. She
Sanchez announced.
6.
Florida International
was also named to the Oklahoma
Chappell, along with John
7.
Randolph-Macon
All-State
team.
Kazanas, will assist Sanchez in
8.
Eastern
lllinois
Chappell
received
her
Masters
the operation of the women's
9.
Rollins
degree
in
Recreation
Adminissquad. "Both Mary and John
10. Marist
tration from Kansas St. in 1978.
are helping me develop this
young squad," said Sanchez.
"It's a plus to have people like
them that really care about the
program." Kazanas' duties will
be concentrated on the conditioning and strengthening program.
Chappell arrived at UMSL in
the fall of 1978 as an assistant to .
intramural director, Jim Velten.
She spent two years previously
at Kansas St. University, where
she occupied a similar position.
"I'm excited about working
with coach Sanchez," said
Chappell. "He's really disciplined and the girls should feel
fortunate to play for him."
Chappell received a bachelors
degree in physical education
FLY: LIKE AN EAGLE: UMSL'. Jerry DeRGIIIIe ItIeteIteI for the
from Phillips University (Enid,
-baD .......t IDdIana St.·E\'lUllVllle .. Steve KaIpIaa [left] and MIke
Oklahoma) in 1976. She particiBender delead. UMSL woa, l.o.[photo by Pal KIOIaa.)

On Wednesday of last week,
the Screaming Eagles of Indiana
State University-Evansville, competing in their first year of
collegeate soccer, invaded the
rain slickened UMSL field.
ISU-E, carrying a respectable
3-3-2 record into the contest and
featuring twelve players from
the Metro area, broke aggressively from their opening 3-3-4
formation and fired the game's
initial shot. That was to be the
last offensive threat from the
Screaming Eagles for almost the
entire game as the Rivermen
took control of the play and
applied heavy pressure upon the
ISU-E defense.
At 27:00, after watching the
Rivermen dribble and pass in
and around their penalty area,
the Screaming Eagles countered
with one of those few offensive
efforts and nearly scored the
game's first goal. UMSL goalie
Ed Weis made a tremendous
sliding kick save of a ISU-E shot ,
and then seconds later made an
equally important rebound cover
up.
The second half began in
much the same fashion as the
first half, as the Rivermen
moved consistently up the field
only to be frustrated by one too
many passes or an errant shot_
However, there's no substitute
for hustle, so when Jerry
DeRousse broke for the ISU-E
goal and was accordingly pushed
down in the penalty ar!!a from
behind at the 77:39,,?ark, sopho.more Mike Bess was given the
chance to rnd the Rivermen's

,frustration with his second
penalty kick of the season.
Bess wasted little time and
ripped a beauty into the upper
left hand comer of the net past
sprawling ISU-E goalie Jamie
Swanner (Southwest High
School) and the Rivermen owned
a 1-0 victory and looked ahead to
Saturday's contest with the always tough University of DlinoisChicago Circle Chikas.
The Chikas, who entered the
game owning a 5-3 won-lost
record and were riding a three
game win streak, left the concept of team play in Chicago as
they were only - by this reporter's count - able to complete
three straight passes during the
course of the match.
The Rivermen, on the other
hand, played in much the same
manner as they did against
ISU-E, JDOving the -ball at will
but failing to score when presented the opportunity.
Wh;n r-;;gulation' tirite expil-ed,
the Rivermen owned a 1.5-11
shot on goal advantage, had
missed several golden scoring
chances and were entering that
overtime situation they had so
nicely avoided Wed!lesday.
In the first overtime period-,
the Rivermen found that elusive
score in picture perfect fashion.
Tim Tettambel who had figured
in the winning scenario two
weeks ago against ,Xavier, lofted
a beautiful direct kick chip over '
the Chika's five-man wall, set up
to the left hand s~de of the goal.
see "lIOCCer", page 11
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Rivermen freshmen are kicking up a storm
Jeff Kuchno
When a soccer team consists
of only one senior and the rest
underclassmen, and can perform
at a championship calibre pace,
the future definitely looks
bright.
Such is the case of the UMSL
Rivermen kickers, ,who are 6-1-4
and ranked fourth in division II
entering this week's Washington
U. contest. Ten of UMSL's
starters are underclassmen with
senior Ron Lindsay the only
player . who will definitely be
gone next season. But even
more impressive is the fact that
three of the starters are freshmen.
Ed Weis, Randy Ragsdale,
and Mike Bell have been thrown
into the fire in their baptismal
season and have played like
seasoned veterans.
Bell didn't crack the starting
eleven until three-year starter
Bill Colletta bowed out of the
lineup with a leg infection early
in the season, but Weis and
Ragsdale have started since the
season opener against St. Louis

coaching I received at CBC
really helped," he said. "Mr.
Michler is unbelievable."
Originally, Ragsdale was
headed for Benedictine College
along with a few friends, but
changed his mind for a couple of
reasons.
"I played summer soccer with
a few guys from UMSL, (Mike

Randy Ragsdale

., didn 't think' cou!d
make the team.'

- Randy Ragsdale
O'Leary, Mike Bess, and Tim
Murphy)," explained Rags, as
he is called by his teammates.
.. And besides, UMSL is better
than Benedictine in soccer, and I
liked the schedule with SIUEdwardsville and St. Louis U. on
it. "
Bell, a 5-foot-9, 175 pound
fullback from talent-rich Rosary
High School, has seen more
action than expected due to '
Colletta' s injury.
"I consider myself lucky to be
playing as much as I am," said
Bell. "I'm not glad Billy's hurt,
but I'm glad I'm playing."
Bell feels his first year of
college soccer has been an
educational. "Billy's been a big :

help," he said. "He sits down
and points things out that I
might be doing wrong. I'm
learning a lot more here than in
high school, but I've got a long
way to go."
Weis, Ragsdale, and Bell are
not the only freshmen who have
made a contribution to UMSL's
call:~e. Bell Rosner (De'S met),

Mike Bell

James Murphy (DuBourg),
George Dowdy (rosary), and
Tony Pusateri (Mercy) have
been among Dallas' top substitutes throughout the year.
Rosner has even scored a goal.
"It was great scoring my first
collegiate goal (against Blackburn) ," said the 5-foot-8 redhead. "I've seen pretty much
action, but just like anyone else
sitting on the bench, I'd like to
see more."
Murphy, Dowdy, and Pusateri
would like to see more action,
too. But their time will come,
because as long as they continue
to improve, the quality of the
team will improve."
Even more significant, these
young athletes have proven that
a freshman can compete effectively on the college level.
One thing is for sure. With
freshmen like these around, it's
a good bet that upcoming UMSL
soccer squads will continue its
winning tradition.

U.
We is has started nine of
UMSL's 11 games and has given
up ' only six goals while registering five shutouts. He came to
UMSL from Roosevelt High
School, where he was highly
touted.
Upon arriving at UMSL, Weis
found himself tangled in a
three-way battle for the starting
goal spot with Dale Jeffrey and
Bill Beger'. It wasn't until a few
hours before the SLU contest
that he found out he would
start.
"They told me right before
the St.Louis U. game that I'd be
starting," explained Weis. "It
made me feel real good to know
they had confidence in me. "
As for Ragsdale, he didn't
think he'd make the team, much
less start. The 6-foot, 165 pound
sweeper back from CBC made
the team as a walk-on, and has
been a big boost to UMSL's
backline corps.
"While I was at a xoccer
camp over the summer, I met
Coach Dallas," said Ragsdale,
"and I asked for a tryout."
"I didn't think I CQuld make
the team," he added. "I didn't
like the first week of practice,
because we had a lot of new
players and we were not familiar
with each other. The day before
the St. Louis U. game, though,
everything jelled because we
were so psyched."
Ragsdal,e credits a lot of his
good fortune to his high school
coach Terry Michler. "The

COMPUTER SCJENCE-BUSINESS SENIORS
McDonnell Douglas Automation Company
(MCAUTO), the world's third largest Data
Service Company, has exciting career op. portunities. If your are graduating with a BS
or MS in Computer SCience, or Business
with a concentration in Data Processing,
we have challenging career opportunities in:
• Business Application programming
• Computer Aided Design/
.Manufacturing
• Systems programming
• Interactive Graphics Systems
• Robotics
• Systems Analysis

EdWeis

• Real Time Programming
• Engineering Application
programming

Make an interview appOintment at your
Placement Office now. A MCAUTO Manager will be conducting interviews on:
, Thursday, Nov. 8

/'

MCDONNELL

DOUGL~

An equal opportunity employer.

U.S. Citizenship
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sportsbriefs

.Students speak out on Title IX
Last week we took an in-depth look at Title IX,
the law that warrants equal opportunity for men
and women in athletics. It was pointed out in that
article that HEW has come up with a proposal
stating, " men and women should receive equal
per capita funding in athletics."
However, the question is, should women receive
equal per capita funding even though men' s
programs may suffer tremendously? Here are
some students views of the issue:

Volleyball finishes second
A strong and disciplined Eastern Ulinois University squad
defeated University of Missouri·St. Louis, 15-4, 15-6, for the
championship in the St. Louis University Invitational women's
volleyball tournament this past weekend at SLU.
UMSL dropped a 15-7, 8-15, 10-15 match to SLU in opening
round action. UMSL then lost to Eastern Illinois, I-IS, 15-11 ,
3-15. But Saturday, UMSL came back with three straight wins ,
defeating the University of Arkansas-Little Rock, 15-7, 15-4, then
beating Elmhurst College, 15-8, 15-4 and then winning over St.
Xavier, 15-13, 15-7, before losing to EIU in the championship
match.
The weekend action brought UMSL' s season record to 24-11.

•. I teel that there should be some torm 01
legislation that gives women equal opportunity in
college athletics. I would only hope that this would
not have a detrimental effect on men's athletics,
however.
If the public would start to support women's
sports, a lot of problems would be solved. But
since society may not be ready to accept male and
female athletes as equals, it is unfortunate that
there has to be a Title IX to force people to fall in
line."
Tony BeD

The University of Missouri-St. Louis will salute the Catholic
Youth Council (CYC) October 30, with special activities at UMSLs
varsity women's volleyball match at 6:15pm against McKendree
College, at the Mark Twain Sports Building on the UMSL
campus.
Wendy's Restaurants will provide free surprises and admission
is free to the general public.
For information, call the UMSL athletic office, 453-5641.5

"I feel it's about time that something like Title
IX be· put into effect.
"I don't think anyone would· deny the women's
rights to better their athletic program. Personally,
I feel that over-balance toward male athletes
(many of whom are on a full. scholarship ego trip),
has gone on long enough.
Title IX, howeyer, has some severe problems. If
HEW could see their way clear to exclude
basketball and football (the money making sports),
Title IX is a visible way to turn this overbalance
around.
As Chuck Smith so sagely realizes, the letter of
the law must be followed. Needless to say, when
Title IX goes into effect, all of our opinions will be
mute."
Daniel C. F1ana1dn

Soccer--~----------~
&om page 9
UMSL's leading scorer Dan
ling to score, coach Don Dallas
Muesenfechter picked up the
said, "We're so close to scoring
ball and sent a crisp shot into
on so may opportunities its not
the lower right hand corner . of
even funny. That one last break
goal. The sedigned play worked
just hasn't come our way."
perfectly and enabled the RiverWashington University played.
men to up their season record to
the Rivermen yesterday at the
6-1-4 and to assume a 6-3-1
. UMSL field. This Saturday the
series lead over the Chicago
Rivermen travel to Western
school.
Illinois Uneversity to meet the
RIVERMEN NOTES: When
highly regarded Leathernecks in
asked after the VICC game why
an important Division II match.
the Rivermen have been strugg-
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Joe Stieven

"In the past, women and minorities have been
at a disadvantage to men in many areas. Efforts to
equalize women , minorities , and men , have

" No , I don't think men and women should
receive equal amounts of money. No , I think the
women should receive MORE. "
Betsy Foster

eye night to be held
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" I think money should be distributed proportionately between the sports that need it the most.
The needs of all the sprorts should be taken into
account."
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resulted in programs to improve the status of the
disadvantaged, bringing them up over a period of
many years, to the level of the advantaged.
In some cases, this may be the most practical
solution to the problem. But as a policy to be kept
by the UMSL Athletic Department concerning
funding of men' s and women's sports, I take
issue.
Women, in this case, deserve equal funding per
capita to men-now .
It has been argued that equalization of
women-to-men funds could result in a reduction of
funds in some men's sports-a definite ~ 'injus
tice" to men.
I find this argument lacking, for if men's teams
would suffer so much from the lower funds
equalization would cause, and this would be
opposed to on those grounds, then how can the
women's teams be expected to perform and
improve on their presently even lower funds?
True , it would be unfortunate to have to lower
ilOyone's funding, but providing the same funding
in sports for both men and women-the same
:hance to improve and excelI-is the most
imprortant.' ,
Rebecca HIatt
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THE UN IVERSITY PROGRAM .BOARD PRESENTS

BETTY WILLIAMS
CO-WINNER OF THE 1977 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE
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CAN THERE BE PEACE. IN NORTHERN IRELAND?
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AN ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO ACHIEVING
A LASTING PEACE IN NORTHERN IRELAND.
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Baker shows appreciation for endangeredsport
enge for Baker. UMSL' s anemic

Jeff Kuchno
Field Hockey is quite an
unusual sport. It' s a fast and
physical sport that seems to be a
, cross between soccer and Ice
Hockey. Now doesn't that sound
exciting?
Well, since Field Hockey is
unique and involves so many
complex rules. it is not the most
, popular sport around . especially
in the midwest .
In fact , most people would
prefer to see women 's soccer
take its place. Those who would
rather s ee field hockey sta y
around are part of a minority.
Kathy Baker, a sophomore
forward on UMSL's field hockey
squad , is part od that minority.
Baker has played the sport for
four years now , and over that
period of time, has developed a
strong passion for the game.
"To me, Field Hockey takes
a lot more ability th'an other
women sports, because of the
handling of the ball and stick,"
she said. " It's a personal challenge for me to play the game."
As a matte r of fa ct , the
. current season has been a chal-

Football

offense has plagued the women,
but it hasn't been because of a
lack of effort on Baker's part.
Baker, who stands out on the
field with her hustling, scrappy
style of play, has scored two
goals this season for the 5-10
Riverwomen.
It was Baker' s style of play,
though , that got her in trouble
in an earlie r game aga ins t
Southeast Missouri St. when she
inj ure d her s houl de r . "There
was a loose ball in front of the
goali e a nd I dove for it,"
. explained Baker. "I hit the
goalie and jammed my shoulder."

Baker missed only a week of
action, but is still disappointed
in the way the season has gone .
"We've playe d good against
some hard schools," she said.
" It's just that we haven't won ."
Winning is something Baker
related teams have had difficulty
doing. During her senior year at
Riverview Gardens High School .
she scored four goals and was
named the team's Most Valuable
Player . She was also named

Suburban North second teclm
All-Conference that year.
However, Riverview Gt.rdens
failed to win a game all season,
and that didn't help Baker's
chances of being recruited.
Baker, who was still interested
in playing college field hockey,
decided to come to UMSL because , "I couldn't afford to go to
school out of town, and it had
hockey."

" It was great ," exclaimed
Baker. "I learned so much
because they have so much
finesse up east. Here, it's a lot
rougher. "
Baker explained how she received the honor to attend the

Baker wasted little time in
making her presence felt in the '
UMSL lineup. She started every
game her freshman year and
tallied four goals.

It was her experiences at
camp that has led to Baker' s
apreciation for the game. ''They
(the eastern players) seem to
have more control and awareness of their players and we
don ' t," she said. " They were
really skiIIfulI. It was great to
see them play."

Baker loves field hockey, but
realizes its future is in jeopardy .
" There's not too much popularity of field hockey in the midwest." she said. "There's talk
that this might be the last year
for hockey."
If field hockey is dropped,
chances are soccer will take its
place. If so, would Baker play?

"I liked last year," said the
5-foot-3 Baker. " I learned a ot
because there's such a difference between high school and
college. There's more competition here."
The learning process for
Baker, though, was hardly over.
In fact, it was only just beginning.
Over the summer, Baker was
awarded a scholarship from the
women's sports foundation to
attend the Nount Pocono Field
Hockey camp in Pennsylvania .

camp. " I had t o have two
recommendations and a personal
recommendation ," she said .
"They paid for everything but
transportation.' ,

Kathy Baker

"Yes, I would play soccer if
field hockey is dropped," she
said , " but I would hate to see it
go because there is a lot of
tradition in hockey and if people
would have a better appreciation of hockey, everything would
be better. "

from page 9

They also mentioned the excellent receiving trio of Henry , .
Bennett, and Harris, along with
the play of Rich Clark and Vince

Misuraca. Clark led the team in
interceptions, averaging nearly
two a game, while Misuraca was
a ferocious pass rusher.

But if there was a main reason
for their success, they said it
was the coaching job done by
I
Henry. Not only was he an
excellent receiver, but a Ilood

coach too. As coach , he worked
the team hard, and had then
well disciplined and well organized. He couldn't do anymore.

So hard work, discipline, and
organization lead to success .
Well, that's what the TKE' s say
anywav.
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